Important Notes for NUS Campus Tours

Before reserving a campus tour with us, we would appreciate if you take note of the following important points.

1. For regular campus tours, as space is limited, please note that reservations are required for all campus tours. We will not entertain any last minute requests. Also, do note that you can make reservation for only one tour.

2. School Group tours are only reserved for high school requests, and subject to availability. We do not accept any tour requests from tour agencies or other representatives and companies. Request must be filled in through the form in the website by the requesting school at least 4 weeks prior to the proposed date.

3. Do note that the tour is conducted within University Town only. You may explore the rest of the Kent Ridge campus at your own convenience.

4. Please note that while the campus is open to public, certain areas are restricted like classrooms, laboratories and lecture theatres. This is to ensure our students are able to attend lessons and study in a conducive environment.

5. Security personnel at certain buildings may also restrict access to the building itself or certain facilities within the premises. We appreciate your cooperation on this.

6. If you are coming in a large group of more than 20 pax, we also seek your kind understanding on keeping your volume down to reduce disturbance to students who may be studying or having lessons around the campus.

Thank you for your kind understanding on the above points. We wish you a pleasant time exploring our campus.